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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study local rings with the property that M/(0 : AZ) is principal. 
(The word “local” carries the Noetherian hypothesis.) Special principal ideal 
rings and DVR’s of course have this property. If (R, M) is a regular local ring 
of dimension n with minimal basis x1 ,..., x, , then i? = R/(x, ,..., x,)(x2 ,..., x,J 
and R = R/((x,“) + (x1 ,..., x,)(xz ,..., xn)) have a/(0 : a) principal. (If n < 1, 
then (x, ,..., x,J is generated by the null set and hence is the zero ideal.) In 
Section 2 we show that a complete local ring (T, N) with N/(0 : N) principal is of 
the above form: T = i7 where R is a complete regular local ring whose dimension 
is the number of elements in a minimal basis for N. In Section 3 we consider the 
implications outside the local case. 
The rings we study arise in several different contexts. Let R be a commutative 
ring with identity. For f E R[;YI the content off, denoted A, , is defined to be the 
ideal of R generated by the coefficients of $ The polynomial f E R[X] is called 
Gaussian if A,A, = Al, for every g E R[X] and the ring R is Gaussian if every 
f E R[XJ is Gaussian. Gaussian rings were introduced and studied in [6]. 
An ideal I of R is called weak-join-principal (or a weak cancellation ideal) if 
(AI:I)==A+(O:I)f or all ideals A of R. It is easily verified that 1 is weak 
join-principal if and only if AI _C BI implies that A C B + (0 : _I). An ideal I is 
called join-principal if (AI + B : I) = A _t (B : I) for all ideals A and B of R. 
It is easily verified that an ideal is join-principal if and only if each,of its homo- 
morphic images is weak-join-principal. 
A finitely generated locally principal ideal is join-principal and Gaussian (an 
ideal I is said to be Gaussian if I = A, for some Gaussian polynomialf). Weak 
join-principal and join-principal elements arise quite naturally in the theory of 
multiplicative lattices. The reader is referred to [2, 3, 71. Theorem 1 gives 
several conditions on a local ring that are equivalent to M/(0 : M) being principal. 
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THEOREM 1. For a local ring (R, M) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I ) R is a Gaussian ring, 
(2) M is a Gaussian ideal, 
(3) every ideal of R is join-principal, 
(4) M is join-principu2, and 
(5) M/(0 : M) is principal. 
Proof. The equivalence of(l), (2), and (5) follows from [6, Theorem 7.11 and 
the equivalence of (3), (4), and (5) follows from [7, Corollaries 3 and 41. 
II. THE LOCAL CASE 
Let (R, M) be a local ring with M/(0 : M) principal. Then R/(0 : M) is either 
a special principal ideal ring or a DVR. Since (0 : M) is contained in every 
minimal prime ideal of R, we have either dim R = 0 in which case R/(0 : M) is a 
special principal ideal ring, or dim R = 1 in which case P = (0 : M) is the 
unique minimal prime ideal of R and R/P is a DVR. 
Assume that M/(0 : M) is principal. We can choose a minimal basis xi ,..., x, 
for M with the property that x2 ,. . ., x, E (0 : M). Then xixj = 0 for all i, j except 
possibly i = j = 1 and Mt = (x:) for all t > 1. If dim A = 0, then (0 : M) = 
(Xl”) + (x?, ...> x,) where MS+l = 0 but MS # 0. If dim A = 1, then (0 : M) = 
(x2 ,..., x,). However, every minimal basis for M need not have this annihilation 
property. For example, let ii be the local ring R/(X, Y)Y where R = k[[X, Y]], h -- -- 
a field. Then the maximal ideal M = (X, Y) = (X, X + f) is join-principal, but -- 
X(X + 37) # 8. 
The next example gives a large class of local rings with the property that 
M/(0 : M) is principal. 
EXAMPLE. Let (R, M) be a local ring with x1 ,..., x, (n > 0) a minimal 
basis for M. Then both R = R/(x, ,..., x,)(x, ,..., x,J and R = R/((x,~) + 
(Xl ,...I %xX2 ,.‘., x,)) (t >, 1) have maximal ideal %i satisfying M = (%i) + 
(0 : 8?!). (If n < 1, then we follow the convention that (xa ,..., x,) = 0.) Of 
special interest is the case where R is an n-dimensional regular local ring. 
Lemma 1 gives a partial converse to the previous example. 
LEMMA 1. Let (R, M) be a local ring with M/(0 : M) principal. Let x1 ,... , x, 
be a minimal basis for M where (x2 ,.. ., xn) C (0 : M). Let (D, N) be a local ring 
with minimal basis y1 ,..., yn for N. Assume that there exists an epimorphism 
4: D + R with 4(yJ = xi for i = l,..., n. If dim R = 1, then ker 4 = 
(Yl t’*-, Y&Y2 ,.*-r y,J. If dim R = 0 and MS+l = 0 but MS # 0, then ker #J = 
(y;+l) -t (Yl 1..., YdYz ,..., Yn). 
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Proof. We only prove the case dim R = 1; the case dim R = 0 is similar. 
Clearly (yl ,-..,yn)(y2 ,..-, yn) C ker c$, Let y E ker q5, then y = rly, + .*. + ynyn 
where ri E D. If li (; > 1) is not a unit, then riyi E (yi ,..., yn)(y2 ,..., yn) C ker #. 
If some ri (; > 1) is a unit, then 
But this contradicts the fact that x1 ,..., X, is a minimal basis for M. Thus 
rryr E ker 4. Assume that ~iyr # 0. If rr is not a unit, then rl = sry, + ... + snyn, 
so that rry, = s1yi2 + terms in (yr ,..., y,J(ya ,..., yIL). Hence slyi E ker +. 
Continuing this process we must have uyrt E ker+ where u is a unit in D since 
nz=, (yr”) = 0. Thus yrl E ker 4 so zit = 0 in R. But this is absurd since 
dim R = 1. 
Suppose that the ring R in Lemma 1 is complete. Then by the structure 
theory for complete local rings, R is the homomorphic image of a complete 1z + 1 
dimensional regular local ring D. We show that this homomorphism factors 
through D modulo a principal prime not contained in the square of the maximal 
ideal of D. Thus R is the homomorphic image of a complete n-dimensional 
regular local ring. Lemma 1 then gives the promised characterization. The 
following lemma rules out certain unequal characteristic cases. 
LEMMA 2. Let (R, M) be a 1 ocal ring with M/(0 : M) principal. If dim R = 1, 
thenM2~(O:M)=O.IfdimR=OandMS#ObutMB+1=O(~>I),then 
M2n(O:M)=M”. 
Proof. Let M = (x) + (0 : M). Then M” = (xn) for n > 1. Let 
O#t~M2~(0:M).Thent=uxnwhereuisaunitinRandn>1.But 
t E (0 : M), so that 0 = tx = ux n+l. Hence xn+l = 0. If dim R = 1, then 
x E P = (0 : M), a contradiction. If dim R = 0, then n + 1 = s + 1, so that 
t E M”. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are the main results of this paper. The structure theory for 
complete regular local rings and the fact that every complete local ring is the 
homomorphic image of a complete regular local ring may be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let (R, M) b e a zero-dimensional local ring with M/(0 : M) 
principal. Suppose that M has a minimal basis of n elements (n > 0) and that 
MR # 0 but Ms+l = 0. Then precisely one of the following cases must occur. 
(1) If char R = char RIM, then 
R R5 k[[X, ,...) &ll/(w;+‘> + (XI >...> &FG >...Y Kz)) 
where h w RIM is a coe@ient$eld of R. 
(2) If char R # char RIM, then char R = pm (m > 1) and char RIM = p, 
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p a prime. There exists a complete DVR (D, N) with D/N M RIM and N is 
generated by p . lo . 
(A) ~~fp11(O:M)andp.14M2, then 
R NV D[[X, ,..., -Llll/((X~“) + (Xl Y’.‘, A-1 , P . 1,)(X, ,..*> Xv,, P * lo)). 
(B) Ifp . 1 E (0 : M) and p . 1 E M2, then 
R w D[[X, ,..., xnll/((p ’ ID - ux,“) + (x:“) + (XI ,..*> &>(x, >.*., x,)) 
where u is a unit in D[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
(C) Ifp.l$(O:M)andp.lEMj-Mj+l (s >j > l), then R M 
D[[X, ,..., X,]]/((p . lo - uXij> -t- (Xi+‘) + (Xi ,..., X,)(X, ,..., X,)) where u 
is a unit in D[[X, , . . . , X,]] . 
(D) Ifp~1~(0:M)andp~I$M2, then 
R = D[[X, ,..., &ll/oJ * 10 - “0 + (X”) + (XI ,..., Xn)W, ,..*, X,)) 
where f = ulX,j + uzX, + . . + u,X, . In this case u1 is a unit in D[ [X, , . . . , X,]], 
ui(i>2)iseitheraunitorxeroand1 <j<s.Ifu2=...==u,=0,thenj= 1. 
Proof. Assume that char R = char R/M. Then there exists a coefficient field 
K C R and an epimorphism $: Iz[[X, ,..., X,]] -+ R with 4(Xi) = xi . The result 
now follows from Lemma 1. 
Assume that char R # char RIM. The case char R = 0 and char RIM = p 
can not occur because dim R = 0. Hence char R = p” (m > 1) and 
charR/M=p.Ifp.1E(O:M)andp.1~M2,thenwecantakep.1aspart 
of a minimal basis for M; say M = (x1 ,..., x,-~ , p . 1) where x2 ,..., x,-i , p . 1 E 
(0 : M). We then have an epimorphism$: D[[X, ,..., X,-i]] ---f R with&Xi) = xi 
and C( p . 1 o) = p . 1. By Lemma 1, ker CJ has the desired form. 
Next suppose that p . 1 E (0 : M) and p . 1 E M2. Then s :a 1 because 
p.1 ~OandhencebyLemma2p~1+zM2n(O:M)=MS.Thusp~1=vx,” 
where v is a unit in R. There exists an epimorphism +: D[[X, ,..., X,]] ---f R 
with +(XJ = xi and C(p lD) = p . 1. Let u E D[[X, ,..., X,]] with +(u) = ~1. 
Then p . 1 # 0 implies that u is a unit in D[[X, ,. .., X,]]. Now p . 1 D - uXis E 
ker+ and p.ln-uX,~$(~~~,,X,,...,X,)~, so that p.l,-~X~~ is a 
principal prime and D = D[[X, ,..., X,]]/(p . 1, - uXis) is an n-dimensional 
complete regular local ring with minimal basis Xt ,..., Xn . Let 4: D + R be the 
induced epimorphism. By Lemma I, ker$ = (x+‘) + (X1 ,..., ;j7,)(Xz ,..., X,). 
Hence ker 4 has the desired form. 
Assumethatp~1~(0:M)butp~1~M2.Letp~l~M~-M~+1(j>1). 
Note that p . 1 4 (0 : M) implies that j < s. Now p . 1 = z~ixij where o is a unit 
in R. The remainder of the proof for this case is similar to the previous case. 
Inthefinalcasewehavep~1~(O:M)andp~1~M2.Sincep~1~(O:M), 
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wemusthaves> l.No~p~l$IM~,sothatp~l =rlxlj$~r2x2+...+rnxn 
where 1 < j < S, rl is a unit and y2 ,..., I, are either units or zero. Then 
there exist ui (1 < i < n) such that +(ui) = yi under the epimorphism 
$: DGG ,*a*> x,11 -+ R with $(XJ = xi . Furthermore, ul must be a unit and 
ui (2 < i < n) can be chosen to be a unit or zero corresponding to the situation in 
R.Letf=u,X,~+u2X2+~~~+u,X,.Thenp~1,-f~(p~1,,X,,...,X,)2, 
for otherwise we would have p . 1 n E (XI ,..., X,) + (p . lD , X, ,..., XJ2 
which would contradict the fact that p * lo , X, ,..., X,. is a minimal basis for 
D[[Xl ,a’-, X,]]. The proof may now be completed in a manner similar to case 
(B). Notice that if y2 = ... = Y, = 0, then j = 1 because p . 1 6 M2. We can 
then take x1 = p . 1 and we have 
R = NX2 ,..., -%J/((P”” . ID) + (P . 10 > X2 ,..., X,)(X, >..., X4). 
COROLLARY. Let (R,M) b e a zero-dimensional ocal ring with M/(0 : M) 
principal. Suppose that M has a minimal basis with n elements (n 3 0) and that 
MS # 0 but MS+l = 0. Then there exists a complete regular local ring D with 
minimal basis y1 , . . . , yn such that R m D/(( y;“) + ( y1 , . . . , y,)( y2 ,. . . , yJ). 
The special case where n = 1 says that a special principal ideal ring is the 
homomorphic image of a complete DVR. This result has been proved by 
Hungerford [5]. 
THEOREM 3. Let (R, M) b e a complete one-dimensional local ring in which 
M/(0 : M) is principal but that is not a DVR. Assume that M has a minimal basis 
of n elements (n > 2). Then precisely one of the following cases must OCCUY. 
(1) I. char R = char R/M, then R m k[[X, ,..., X,,]]/(X, ,..., X,)(X, ,..., X,J 
where k C R is a coejicient$eld. 
(2) Assume that char R = pm (m > 1). Let (D, N) be a complete DVR 
with D/N = R/M and N = (p . lD). Then char R = p2, p . 1 & M2, and R FZ 
D&f, ,...> X-Ill/(& Ye..? z-1, P * lD>(X, ,-.., X,-l 7 P ’ 10). 
(3) Assume that char R = 0 and char RIM = p. Let (D, N) be as in (2). 
If p - 1 E Mj - Mj+l (p > I), then R M D[[X, ,..., X,]]/((p 1 1, - uX,j) + 
(Xl ,-..9 X,)(X2 ,“‘, X,)) where u is a unit in D[[X, ,..., X,]]. If p . 1 $ M2 but 
p . 1 E M2 + (0 : M), then 
R w D[[X, ,..., X9Jl/((P * ID -f) + (Xl ,.a.> &)K! >...> x8)) 
where f = ulXn. + u2X2 + a.* + u,X, . In this case u1 is a unit, ui (2 < i < n) 
is either a unit in D[[X, ,..., X,,]] mxero,andn1>1.1fp~1~M2+(O:M), 
then R SW D[[X, ,..., zJl/(P . 1, 9 x2 ,-.., &)(X2 ,.*.t XJ 
Proof. Assume that char R = char RIM. The proof of this case is similar to 
case (1) of Theorem 2 except that Lemma 1 is applied with dim R = 1. 
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Assume that char R = pm where rn > 1. Then (p * 1)” = 0 E (0 : M), the 
unique minimal prime ideal of M. It follows that p . 1 E (0 : M) and hence 
that (p . 1)2 = 0 and char R = p2. Ifp . 1 E M2, thenp * 1 E M2 I? (0 : M) = 0 
by Lemma 2. Thus p . 1 $ M2 and p . 1 can be taken as part of a minimal basis 
for M. The proof now follows as in Theorem 2, case (A). 
Assume that char R = 0 and char R = p. The proofs of the first two state- 
ments of (3) are similar to Theorem 2, cases (C) and (D), respectively. Suppose 
that p . 1 $ M2 -1 (0 : M). Th en we can take x, to be p * 1. We have an 
epimorphism4: D[[X, ,..., X,]]-+Rwith$(p.lo)=p*l =xland+(Xi)=Xi 
for i = 2,..., n. The result now follows from Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY. Let (R, M) be a one-dimensional complete local ring with M/(0 : M) 
principal. Let M have a minimal basis of n elements (n > 1). Then there exists an 
n-dimensional complete regular local ring D with minimal basis y1 ,..., yn such that 
R = D/(rl >...> yn)(yz >..-, ml. 
Unfortunately, there exist one-dimensional local rings with M/(0 : M) 
principal which are not complete. Examples are any DVR which is not complete 
or K[X, Y](x,y)/((X, Y)Y),,,,, , K a field. If (R, M) is a local ring, we denote the 
(M-adic) completion of R by (R, &?I). If M/(0 : M) is principal, then a/(0 : M) 
is again principal. In fact, R is quasi-complete, that is, the map L(R) -+L(fi) 
given by 1-t II? is a lattice-isomorphism. (Here L(R) denotes the lattice of 
ideals of R.) For a discussion of quasi-completeness the reader is referred to [l]. 
THEOREM 4. Let (R, M) be a local ring with M/(0 : M) principal. Then in i?, 
ii?l/(O : i@l) is principal. In ,fact, R is quasi-complete. 
Proof. Any zero-dimensional ocal ring is complete and hence quasi-complete. 
Thus we may assume that dim R = 1. Hence dim R = 1. Let M = (x) + (0 : M). 
Then ii?l = MI? = ((x) + (0 : M))fi = (x)B + (0 : M)i? = (x)I? + (0 : a), so 
that a/(0 : a) is principal. Since dim R = I, PI? = (0 : @Z) is the unique 
minimal prime ideal of 8. Also P&a = (0 : i@)pg = (0 : 8,~) = O,g , so that 
R,a is a field. It follows that Pi? is the only Pa-primary ideal of 8. 
To show that the map I - IR is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that every 
ideal of R is the extension of an ideal of R. Let A be an ideal of 8. Then A has a 
primary decomposition of one of the following three types: Q, Q n Pi?, or PI? 
where Q is $Z-primary. Because Q is &‘-primary, Q = (Q n R)k Thus in any 
of these three cases A = (A n R)a. 
Let (R, M) be a one-dimensional local ring with M/(0 : M) principal and let 
M have a minimal basis x1 ,. . ., x, . It remains an open question whether 
R = D/(Y~ ,...,yn)(~2 ,..., y,J where D is an n-dimensional regular local with 
minimal basis yr ,..., yn . By Lemma 1 it suffices to construct an epimorphism 
4: D --f R with +(yJ = xi . 
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III. THE GLOBAL SITUATION 
In this section we extend our discussion to the nonlocal case. We study 
Noetherian rings R with the property that n/r,/(O, : n/r,) is principal for every 
maximal ideal M of R. With the aid of Theorem 1, the following theorem is an 
easy exercise in localization techniques and the proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 5. For a Noetherian ring R the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R z’s Gaussian, 
(2) RM is Gaussian for every maximal ideal M of R, 
(3) every maximal ideal of R is Gaussian, 
(4) every ideal of R is join-principal, 
(5) every maximal ideal of R is join-principal, 
(6) for every maximal ideal M, the ideal M/(0 : M) is locally principal, 
(7) for every maximal ideal M, the ideal M,/(O, : MM) is principal. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a Noetherian Gaussian ring. Then R is a finite direct 
sum of indecomposable Gaussian rings of the following two types: 
(1) a zero-dimensional local ring (and hence of the type covered by Theorem 2), 
07 
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(2) a ring in which every maximal ideal has rank 1 and all but aJinite number 
of the maximal ideals are invertible. R has a unique minimal prime ideal P, R/P is a 
Dedekind domain, and PM, . . Me = 0 where {MI ,. . . , Mn} is the set of maximal 
ideals of R which are not invertible. (If {MI ,... , n/r,} = 4, then R is a Dedekind 
domain.) 
Conversely, a ring satisfying the conditions of (2) is an indecomposable Gaussian 
ring. 
Proof. Since a local Gaussian ring contains a unique minimal prime ideal, it 
follows that each maximal ideal of a Noetherian Gaussian ring contains a unique 
minimal prime ideal. From [8, Theorem 1671 it follows that R is a finite direct 
product of rings, each of which has a unique minimal prime ideal. It is easily 
verified that each of these rings is an indecomposable Gaussian ring. 
Let R be an indecomposable Noetherian Gaussian ring. If R has dimension 
zero, then R must be local. Thus we may assume that dim R = 1. Let P be the 
unique minimal prime ideal of R. Because dim R = 1 and R has a unique 
minimal prime ideal, it follows that every maximal ideal of R has rank 1. Since 
only a finite number of maximal ideals may be associated primes of 0, all but 
a finite number of maximal ideals M must satisfy (0 : M) = 0. However, if 
(0 : M) = 0, then M contains a nonzero divisor and M = M/(0 : M) is locally 
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principle. Thus M must be invertible. The facts that R/P is a Dedekind domain 
and that PM, ‘.. Mn = 0 are easily verified locally and thus are also true 
globally. 
Let R be a ring satisfying the conditions of (2). Let M be a maximal ideal of R. 
We show that R, is a Gaussian ring. If M is invertible, then R, is a DVR. 
Assume that M is not invertible, say M = Ml where {Ml ,..., M,} is the set of 
noninvertible maximal ideals. In RM1, PM, is the unique minimal prime ideal 
and PM,Ml = (PMlM2 ... Mn)M1 = OM1. Thus PM, = (OM1 : MIMJ and 
RM,/(“Ml : gMl, = RMJ’M~ = W’)M~,P is a DVR because R/P is a Dedekind 
domain. 
Any Dedekind domain is an indecomposable one-dimensional Gaussian ring. 
The following example shows that there exist indecomposable one-dimensional 
Gaussian rings which are not domains. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a Noetherian ring with a prime ideal P such that R/P 
is a Dedekind domain. Let Ml ,..., M, be maximal ideals of R properly con- 
taining P. Then R = R/PM, ... M, is a one-dimensional indecomposable 
Gaussian ring with unique minimal prime ideal P. {Ml ,..., ?@%} is precisely the 
set of maximal ideals of fT which are not invertible. 
For a concrete example, let R = C[X, Y] (C the complex numbers), P = (Y), 
and Mi = (X + i, Y), i = I,..., n. 
A complete characterization of indecomposable Noetherian Gaussian rings is 
probably rather difficult as it would require a characterization of the one- 
dimensional noncomplete local ones. 
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